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Multi-shul community to
build new, single synagogue
BY SIMON ROCKER

DIARY
New Judaica for British Museum

V A UNIQUE, pluralist community,
formed of three synagogues in one,
is consolidating its partnership with
plans for a new purpose-built centre.
The 1,200-member Mosaic was
launched four years ago by Middlesex
New (Reform), Harrow and Wembley
Liberal, and Hatch End Masorti Synagogues.
While the three denominational
groups run their own services, they
share educational and social activities.

Until now based at the Harrow and
Wembley Synagogue, Mosaic aims to
move to the site of a former petrol station between Bushey and Stanmore.
Rabbi Frank Dabba Smith, of Mosaic’s Liberal synagogue, said, “Our new
home, if approved, will enable us to
offer new Jewish choices to the unaffiliated and unengaged nearby, while
continuing to provide a vibrant community for our existing members.”
Plans are being submitted to erect a
ground-floor community centre with
nine homes above in Stanmore Hill,

Orthodox PC charged
over database ‘misuse’

Plan to outlaw conversion therapy welcomed by
transgender woman raised in Charedi community

V ONE OF the UK’s few Strictly
Orthodox police officers will
appear in court next month after
being charged with the improper use of the Police National
Computer (PNC).
PC Ephraim Chalk, 31, will face
a plea hearing at Southwark
Crown Court on October 25
after appearing at Westminster
Magistrates’ Court on Thursday
morning.
The PNC, which contains several databases, is a computer
system used by law enforcement
organisations across the UK.

V A TRANSGENDER woman who
grew up in the Charedi community
has welcomed the Government’s
proposal to outlaw conversion
therapy.
The woman, who wishes to
remain anonymous, herself underwent the controversial therapy,
which attempted to suppress her
sense of female identity and convince her she was a man.
But she worries that the government’s policy may be hard to
implement because supporters of
conversion therapy may seek to recommend it under another label.
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while the current Harrow premises
would be redeveloped into 40 homes.
The new location will be closer for
many members, with good transport
links and better parking options.
The development will be carried out
by the Heronslea Group, which is run by
a Jewish board of directors.
Rabbi Kathleen Middleton, of Mosaic Reform, said: “Serving three synagogues on a site that is not central for
our members has been challenging. We
need a new, purpose-built synagogue in
the heart of our community.”

Equalities Minister Penny
Mordaunt, introducing the Government’s LGBT Action Plan in
summer, said such practices were
“wrong and we are not willing to
let them continue”.
The Government would consider
both legal and other options to
“prohibit promoting, offering or
conducting conversion therapy”.
But it did not want to prevent
LGBT people seeking legitimate
medical or spiritual support in
“the exploration of their sexual
orientation or gender identity”, Ms
Mordaunt said.

V THE British
Museum’s collection
of Judaica has some
new items: a group
of artefacts, mainly
for kiddush and
havdalah, made by
the British silversmith
Mila Tanya Griebel.
Judaica curator
Beverley Nenk
said the “beautiful
contemporary
pieces… are now part
of the museum’s
permanent collection
after they were
acquired for display
in the 2017 exhibition

Living for the
Gods”.
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V A legal battle is set to
reopen over who wrote the
opening bars to one of rock
music’s best-known songs,
Led Zeppelin’s Stairway to
Heaven.
Two years ago, a
California court rejected
claims the English
group pinched the
introduction from a
track called Taurus
by the West Coast
band, Spirit.
The case had been
brought by a trustee for
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V AT 96, Arthur
Ashkin from New
Jersey has made
history as the Nobel
Prize’s oldest winner.
The joint laureate
for physics invented
“optical tweezers”
which are able to
grasp tiny particles
with lasers, helping
to revolutionise eye
surgery.
He has warned
he may be too busy
for interviews as he
is working on a new
paper.
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Spirit’s late, Jewish guitarist,
Randy Wolfe, known as
Randy California (pictured
left). One Spirit album
included a jazzy version
of Hinei Ma Tov arranged
by California, who died
saving his son from
drowning in 1997.
But now a new
jury may again have to
decide whether there was
plagiarism after an appeal
court ruled the judge in the
original trial had made
errors.
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